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Boundary controllabilities of partial differential equations are
studied. Continuity of input map and convexity of attainable are shown.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for boundary controllab ilities are
presented. Two game problems involved boundary controls are examined.
We also investigate the controllabilities in the space
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11. Introduction
Semi--group approach to modelling boundary input problem for linear
partial differential equations was first presented by Fattorini in [4].
The method was extended recently by Balakrisknan and used to solve linear
quadratic regulator problem for parabolic equation with boundary control [2].
Washburn developed abound on the kernel of input operator [8] which ensure
that the input.map is continuous. This bound was first proposed by
Balakrishnan in [1] for the Dirichlet problem in the unit square in IR2
For boundary input controllability problem, Fattorini reaucea it to a
moment problem and showed the controllability of temperature distribution
in a parallel epipedon [5]. Russell [7] discussed the controllability of
wave equation in sphereical region. He also gave a comprehensive survey on
the unconstrained controllabilities for linear partial differential equations
in [9].
In this note, we attempt to develope some criterions for controllability
of boundary input problems with restricted controls by using semi-group theory
We first present the boundary input problem and introduce the solution
of such problem by the aid of input map. The continuity of the input map
follows from the Balakrishnan-Washburn bound. In section 3, we try to prove
the convexity of attainble set. for bounded constrainted set K and a-ball
Ea. Theorem 3.2 shows that the attainable set of control restricted in
a
bounded set K is convex. This property is useful for we can thus apply
separation theorem to the problems involved constrainted controls in K.
Theorem 3.3 shows that the attainable sets of controls restricted in K and
convex hull of K are identical. Theorem 5.2 and 5.3 give inequalities to
2test controllabilities. Theorem 5.4 concerns K-controllable. The others
discuss global cases. A game problem with two controls is discussed in
are investigated insection 6. Controllabilities in
section 7. The problem of steering an initial state to some convex target




Let. D be a bounded domain in with boundary T, and T be
a strong elliptic operator
with
for all are continuous functions.
We. consider the boundary input system.
(2.1) is given
where u is the controller.
First of all, to determine the solution of (2,11), we hanve to restrict
the shape of D and the nature of to ensure that the solution exists
and is unique.
We define the.mapping such that
O on D and f = u on which is called the Dirichlet map.
For our purpose, we extend the operator T to De -distributional
sense. Necas [6] showea tnat the map G makes sense
there is a unique i in such that f = Gu and is continuous if
D E M, where M is a class of bounded domains which contains spheres and
parallelepipeds.
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Let A denotes the smallest closed extension in
restricted to (D) (test functions space), then
dom (A)
It is well known that [3] A generates a strongly continuous semi-
group S (t) over
Balakrishman had shown that [2] a mild solution of (2.1) is
(2.2) x(t) = s(t)x(0)+
According to (2.2), we definged the operators
and
where L is a map from
and
For abstraction, let
a) V,H be Hilbert spaces (corresponding to
respectively).
b) G :V → H be a bounded operator (corresponding to Dirichlet map).
C)A :dom(A)c H → H be a closed operator with dense domain in H which
is the infinitestimal generator of strongly continuous semi-group S(t).
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where the integral is in Bochner sense.
The following lemma is to ensure the continuity of which is important
in the next few sections.





which is finite if and only if therefore
is continuous for then
Washburn [81 showed that when and is any cylinder
with base then It is also true when D is a
square in
63. Structure of Attainable Set
Structure of attainable set is investigated in this section. The
most important property is the convexity property which is shown in
Theorem 3.2.
We need some assumptions.
K is a bounded constraint set in V
the norm inwhere
is weakly compact and convex inAccording to Jian.acn-A1agolu tneorem,
is weakly compactis continuous thenHence, if
and convex in H. Since continuity for norm topologies implies continuity
for weak topologies
To prove the convexity property we need the toilowing lemma.
Lemma 3.1.
be a bounded Lebseque measurableLet X be a Banach space and
is Bochner integrable,set in
measurableif
is a convex set in X,then




suchand aNow we show that for all measurable
that
(3.1)
Since f is Brochner integrable, we can find a simple tunction
are characteristic functions ofandwhere




A such thatWe claim that





8Thus (3.1) is proved.We first assume that E and E are disjoinited



















so that z hence is convex.
Theorem 3.2. Let K be any bounded subset of V and assume
0<0<1, then the closure of L (K ) is convex
T ad
in H.


















convex hull of KLet
We have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. Let K be any bounded subset of. V and
Theref ore we have onlyProof: It is clear that
such thatthento show the converse. Let









By Theorem 3.2 that the closure of
measurable}
is convex





Remark: If we replace [O,T]by a measurable set, Theorem 3.2 is still
true. This fact is used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
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4. Controllabilities
In this section, we define various kind of controllabilities for
different controls.
Definition 4.1.
ifSystem (2.1) is said to be Ea-controllable to z1 from
can be steered to z1 at some finitesuch thatthere exists
time T i.e.
Definition 4.2.
iffrom-controllable toSystem (2.1) is said to be
such that
Definition 4.3.
System (2. 1) is said to be K-approximately controllable to z1 from
such thatif
Definition 4.4 0
System (2.1) is said to be exactly global controllable it
for some
Definition 4.5.
System (2.1) is said to be approximately global controllable it
is dense in H for some p>1(0, T; V)
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5. Main theorems
Several criterious for controllability defined in the last section
are developed in this section. The most important tool is the separation
theorem of two convex sets.
Through-out this section we make the following assumptions.
a} H* be the dual space of H
be the adjoint of A.b)
os 1)C)
d)
a is chosen thate)
First of all, we.need a lemma to derive an inequality to test for
controllability.
Lemma 5.1
Let B, C be two non-empty closed convex sets in a ianacn space X





Proof: a) Necessity is obvious. For s ut t iciency, since B ana c
are weakly clonvex convex in X and one of them is weakly compact.
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such thatBy separation theorem, if then
Thus (5.1) cannot hold.
b) Necessity is obvious.
suchby separation theorem there exists aIf
that
therefore (5.2) cannot hold for
Theorem 5.2
if and only iffrom-controllable toSystem (2.1) is
such that
controllable to fromProof: (2.1) is
iff
or
being closed and convex, the above is equivalentby Lemma (5. 1) and
to
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replace g by -g, result follows.
Theorem 5.3
if and only ifE-controllable to fromSystem (2.2) is
-controllable toProof: By definition (4w 2) system.(2.2) is
such thatiff there is a
that is
(5.2)
is the E-ball with centrewhere






Replace g by -g, gives the result.
In theorem (5.2), if we replace z/1 by 0, then (2.2) is
-controllable to 0 iff
-E-controllabilityA similar inequality holds for
For K-controllable we have
Theorem 5.4
iffromSystem (2. 1) is K-approximately controllable to
such thatand only if
ifis K-approximately controllable toProof:
therefore necessity is obvious.
by separation theorem there isFor sufficiency, if
such that
is convex. Hence the result follows.sincefor some
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Now we take up the study of the problem of global controllability. We
introduce some notations.
L (V, W) Bounded linear mapping Banach Space V to Banach
Space W.
Range (F) : Range of linear mapping F.
Ker (F) : Kernel of linear mapping F.
Before the derivation of condition.for global controllability, we give
some technical lemmas.
Lemma 5.5
Let V, Z, W be Banach spaces, F E L (V, Z), G E L (W, Z). If
Range (F) c Range (G), then y > 0 such that
Lemma 5.6
Let F E L(Z, V), G E L(Z, W), where W, V, Z are Banach spaces




Let V, W, Z be reflexive Banach spaces and F c L(V, Z), G E L(W, Z
then
Range (F) c Range (G)




thenLet V, W, Z be Banach-spaces,
if and only if
The above lemmas and corollary are adopted in [10]
Theorem 5.9
System (2.2) is exactly-global-controllable if and only if
such that
(5.12)
By Corollary 5.7 letProof:
F = I(identity on E}
E = V = H
(0, T V)
G
Q, T; V), H)then
we calculate
then by Rieze Represention Theorem.
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Hence by corollary 5.7. (5.12) is equivalent to
Range
which means (2.1) is exactly-global-controllable.
Theorem 5.10





if and only if
but we had shown that
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6 Game problems
Here, we consider a game problem described by system (2.1) with two
boundary controls. One is the pursuer's control u and the other is the
evaddr's control v.
The assumptions on. this system [equation (2.1)] are the same as
Section 5.
Definition 6. 1
if for eachThe game problem is said to be null controllable at
evader's control v, there exists a pursuer's control u such that
Theorem 6.2
withThe game nrob lem is null-controllable at
iff
By definition 6.1, the game problem is null-controllable atProof:
iff




using the same technique as in theorem 5.2.
Thus the game problem is null controllable itt
If the target set is not a point but a closed convex set , then
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3
at withThe game problem is controllable to
iff
The uroof is essentially the same as theorem 6.1.
Definition 6.4
the game problem is said to be approximatelyIf and
null-controllable if
In connection with this definition, we have:
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Theorem 6.5
The game problem is approximately null controllable with
A ger-nn game Droblem is described by
in
(6. 1)
where A. satisfies all the assumptions in section 5. B is a bounded
into itself. Then a mild solution of (6.1) is givenmapping from
by
(see [ll])denotes the B-ball inLet
Then we have
Theorem 6.4
iffGame problem (6.2) is null controllable for
where
We omit the proof for it is similar to that of theorem 6.2.
24




In this section, we consider a less demanding controllability problem
It is known thatin the space
defined by
is bounded transformation provided G is bounded. [2]
Definition 7. 1












can be steered to
means
which is equivalent to











can be steered to
iff











Then eigenfunction of A is given by
and the corresponding eigenvalue
is a complete orthonormal basis in
S(t) has a simple representation
It is easily seen that A and tnereroreS(t) is self-adjoint.








dt is a continuous mapping from
Since AforNow we calculate
and S are self-adjoint, we have only to tine
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sin nx a)sin nxdx
if G*sin nx= then
sin nx










by theorem 5.10 this system is not approximately global controllable, that
is not dense in
We now consider u ball in therefore we
have to estimate the norm
31
by Holder inequality we have
therefore
then
therefore (6.1) can steer 0 to with control in
32
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